Build an efficient, low-latency data pipeline with our 4 week Azure data Pipeline provisioning & setup service

ABOUT ANBLICKS:
We provide cloud data analytics to help our clients become data-driven by using Microsoft Azure. Since 2004, we’ve focused on implementing modern data, cloud platforms, and agile analytics to enable transformative data culture for our customers.

WHAT WE OFFER
Building data pipelines for your firm can be a fascinating engineering task. It takes dedicated technical resources to keep data flowing while staying on top of new technologies that can keep up with the speed and diversity of data growth. Most businesses would want to have their engineering teams focused solely on their product rather than dealing with continuous data infrastructure upkeep. If that describes you, you should leverage Anblicks and benefit from all of the lessons we've learned the hard way over the last few years.

Leverage our Azure Data Pipeline Provisioning & Setup services to modernize the data platform development life cycle by incorporating continuous delivery, agile development, and operational best practices into the process.

Benefits:
- Faster timeline for integrating new data sources
- Flexibility to changes in the sources or user needs
- Enable quick data analysis for business insights

Key deliverables
- Azure Cloud Infrastructure/Service provisioning using Infrastructure As A Code
- Setup Blob Storage and Data Lake v2
- ADF with IR Agent (Since data from On-prem needs to be copied) - IR Agent installation on Server would be a manual step
- ADF pipeline, triggers, Link services, Integration runtime and data from one environment to other (i.e. from dev to qa to prod)
Why Azure?

Be future-ready
Continuous innovation from Microsoft supports your development today, and your product visions for tomorrow. With 1000+ new capabilities in the past year, you can build on the latest advancements in AI, blockchain, Kubernetes, containers, and databases to keep you ahead of the curve.

Our enterprise grade analytics solution outperforms the competition, costs less, and is fully compatible with your existing development, BI, and data-science tools.

Operate hybrid seamlessly
On-premises, in the cloud, and at the edge—we’ll meet you where you are. Integrate and manage your environments with tools and services designed for hybrid cloud.

Enhance security, simplify access, and set smart policies across your different environments with a single-identity platform trusted by 90% of enterprises globally.

Build on your terms
You have choices. With a commitment to open source and support for all languages and frameworks, build and deploy how you want to. Take advantage of the full-featured, integrated development environments with built-in support Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code, the most popular IDEs trusted by 15M+ developers.

We embrace open source, drive innovation through collaboration, and contribute back to the community.

Trust your cloud
Get security from the ground up, backed by a team of experts, and proactive compliance trusted by enterprises, governments, and startups.

With a $1b+ investment in security R&D and 3,500 cyber security experts, security is foundational for Azure.

Microsoft Azure is an ever-expanding set of cloud computing services to help your organization meet its business challenges. With Azure, your business or organization has the freedom to build, manage, and deploy applications on a massive, global network using your preferred tools and frameworks.

www.MicrosoftAzure.com